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DYNAMICAL STABILITY AND SHADOWING
PROPERTY OF CONTINUOUS MAPS

Ki-Shik Koo* and Hyun Sook Ryu

Abstract. This paper deals with the topological stability of contin
uous maps. First, the notion of local expansion is given and we show 
that local expansions of compact metric spaces have the shadowing 
property. Also, we prove that if a continuous surjective map f is 
a local homeomorphism and local expansion, then f is topologically 
stable in the class of continuous surjective maps. Finally, we find 
homeomorphisms which are not topologically stable.

1. Introduction and Preliminaries
This paper deals with the topological stability and shadowing prop

erty of continuous surjective maps in dynamical systems. We guess 
that one who studies the dynamical systems theory knows the impor
tance of the topological stability in the stability theory of dynamical 
systems. It is known that every expansive homeomorphism with the 
shadowing property is topologically stable in the class of homeomor
phisms [8].

But unfortunately, it is impossible that a homeomorphism is topo
logically stable in the class of continuous surjective maps[6]. Thus it 
is natural to ask the following question:

Question : Which continuous maps are topologically stable in the 
class of continuous surjective maps?
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For example, we can see that every expanding map satisfies the 
topological stability in the class of continuous surjective maps[6]. In 
this paper, the notion of local expansion is given and we see that this 
concept can be used usefully in studying the shadowing property and 
topological stability.

First, we show that local expansions have the shadowing prop
erty in Proposition 2.5. Next, as answers to the above question, we 
will show that if a continuous surjective map / is a local homeomor
phism and local expansion, then f is topologically stable in the class 
of continuous surjective maps in Theorem 3.3. Finally, we consider 
homeomorphisms which are not topologically stable in Theorem 4.3.

Throughout this paper, we assume that X is a compact metric 
space with a metric function d and f : X -今 X denotes a continuous 
surjective map. f is called a positively expansive map with positively 
expansive constant c provided that if d(fn(x)>fn(y)) < c for every 
nonnegative integer n then x = y holds.

A sequence of points ｛긴가｝t=o(—c〉o < a < b < oo) is called f-orbit 
if f(xi) = Xi^i and is called 6-pseudo-orbit of f if ⑦斗丄) < 6
for a < z < 6, respectively. A sequence of points ｛⑦리=a, (a < z < &) 
is called to be e-shadowed by a /-orbit ｛比｝은a if d(xi,yi) < e holds 
for a < z < b. We say that f has the shadowing property if for every 
s > 0 there is 6 > 0 such that every 5-pseudo-orbit of f is s-shadowed 
by some /-orbit of X.

We say that f is topologically stable in the class of continuous sur
jective maps (homeomorphisms) if for every 匕 > 0 there is 5 > 0 with 
the property that for every continuous surjective map (homeomor
phism) g of X with < 8 for every x e X, there is a
continuous map h : X —斗 X such that for every x X

(i) h o g(x) = f o h(x) and (ii) d｛h｛x)^x) <e
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hold.
Let B(x, e) denote {y e X : d{x^ y) < e} and M denote the closure 

of M C X.

2. Local expansions
Here we give the notion of local expansions and find some examples 

and the dynamical properties of local expansions.
The family of all nonempty subsets of X is denoted by 2f(X). 

If A C X and s > 0, then B(A,5)denotes {x e X : a) <
s for some a G A}, and for A, B in the Hausdorff metric hd 
induced by d is defined as

7시(A, B) = inf {e > 0 : A C B(B, e) and B C B(A, e)} .

Equivalently,

/서(A, B) = max{sup d(x, B), sup dpi, 沙)},
⑦eA yes

where S) is defined by inf^s d(x, y}. Here we can regard /-1 as 
a set-valued map from X to K(X). Now we give the notion of local 
expansions as follows.

Definition. A continuous surjective map f : X X is called a 
local expansion if there exist positive numbers e and k < 1 such that 
d(x,y) < 8 implies 사(/-1位),/”均)) < kd(gc,y).

To illuminate the above notion, we give a few examples of local 
expansions.

Example 2.1. Let X be a subspace of the real line R given by 
X = {0} U {g}유우0’ where an = 人 for n > 0 and a()= 1. Define 
a continuous map f of X onto itself as follows; 0 and a()are fixed 
points of f and f(an) = a—i for n > 0. Then d(x,y) < | implies 
九d(/—乂⑦),/—▼?/)) = 느d(x,y). Hence, / is a local expansion.
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Example 2.2. Let Z = fl으:o 사’ where each Xi is a copy of X. 
The metric p for Z is defined by

oo
",?/) = 乞"己坑)/2\ (:r =(쩌), y = W e 으).

i=0

The general shift map : Z Z, (k > 0), defined by a(:r(hXi, 
⑦幻 • • •) = (하싸 :야c+i, :하c+2, • … ) is a continuous surjective map and a 
local expansion since 九八伏己쎄 伏己⑵)) = 赤p(x,y).

Example 2.3. Let /s, (0 < 昌 < 1), be a continuous surjective map 
of the interval {0 < rr < 1} onto itself defined by

-x if 0 < ⑦ < s,
Mr)= i i ； 三

Then / is a local expansion. However, f is not positively expansive. 
It is known that interval {0 < a: < 1} does not admit any positively 
expansive map (cf. [1]).

Lemma 2.4. ([4, p 657]) Let A, B in K(X) be such that hd(A, B) < 
5. Then for any element a in A there exists some b in B such that 
d(a, 5) <6.

In [4] we can see that shift maps given in Example 2.2 have the 
shadowing property. The following result shows that the shadowing 
property is a general property which every local expansion can have.

Proposition 2.5. Every local expansion has the shadowing prop
erty.

Proof. Let / be a local expansion and let s > 0 and 0 < fc < 1 be 
numbers such that

(1) rf(a, b) < e implies < kd(a, b).
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Let 7 > 0 be given. Take(5 > 0 so that 8 < min{s, 이스*〉}. Let 
{xn}^=-oo is a 5-pseudo-orbit of f. First, by using the mathematical 
induction, we claim that for every n > 0 there exists a family of 
sequences of points {A}2=_n, such that Ai = {어}satisfies 
the following;

⑵ (1(나-\ g—J < A:-서’1 • 6 and /(g_i) = g.

Let denote xn for every integer n. Let n = 1. Since d(f(yg), 아) < 3 
and cK/G/〕1),?#) < 5, by (1), there are points 止丄 in jf-1(아) and 
y으！ in /—고(애) such that

⑶ d(yo，y-i) < k6 and 孤姑1,y으!) < A〉5.

Also, by (1) and (2), there is y}_2 in f—1(yL1) such that d(血’1, yl_2) < 
k26. Then

⑷ Ai = {姑1}, Ao = {애,?/으J, and Ar = {아,?/丄,라

are sequences of points that satisfy (2). Next, for n > 0, assume that 
a family of sequences {』4#}$=_n, satisfying (2) exists. Consider the 
sequence of points

An =

By (1) and from the fact that 己(/(始), 이꺼’1) < 5, there is a point 
이뻐’1 in such that 己(始,에〒1) < k6. Also, since

< kd(빼,애1) < k28,

we can take a point 이2g1 in such that d(t/2i，y^1) < k26.
Continuing this process, we get a sequence of points

(5) 江+i = {艾빠—！,？/思, …, 丈 t1, y 다+1}
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such that where —2n - 1 < j < -1.
On the other hand, let us consider the sequence of points

By the induction hypothesis,，比《L—J < ki+n+l6, (—n < 
i < n) and by the fact that 孤/⑵引1"-D, y리 < S and (1), we can 
take a sequence of points

•••，艾까一j ‘

satisfying that

d(yLi_n_i，y버스—2) < ki+n+26 and /(心J = 心_n,

where —n — 1 < i < n. Define a family of sequences of points 
{W艾—1 by putting

B-n-l = {而"-1},

Bi = Ai U {?/£—!_ J, (—n <i<n)

旧n十 1 = 규n+l U 쎄빠_2}

Then we can see that is a family of sequences of points
satisfying (2). Therefore, we conclude that for every n there is a 
family of sequence of points {Ai}^=_n which satisfies (2).

Let us fix an integer m and consider the sequence of points Qm = 
{y꺼’허}:으()• Since d(y‘따, y'望1) < k1—^, the sequence &m is a Cauchy 
sequence and, moreover, we get

rfGrm, 프+1) 玄d(：rm川꺼고) + d(丈字\ 以꺼2)

+버호1,W")
A /*y<k5 + fc25 + ... + kiS < 斗斗 < I

1 - k 2
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Let, for each n, Qn approach to zn as i oo. Then it is not hard to 
show that

d(G,之n)<7 and /(之n)= G+r

This shows that f has the shadowing property and this completes the 
proof of this result. □

3. Topologically stable maps
In this section we find several continuous surjective maps which are 

topologically stable in the class of continuous surjective maps.

Proposition 3.1. Every local expansion is an open map

Proof. Let / be a local expansion and let 匕 > 0 and 0 < fc < 1 
be numbers with the property of local expansion. Let U be an open 
subset of X and y e U. Let B(y,y) C U for some 7 > 0. Choose a 
positive number 6 with 6 < min{s,7}. Let 2 G 3(/(以),(5). Since f is 
a local expansion we get that

hd(:< kd(J(y),z) < k6 < 6.

Hence, there is z-i in such that 己(妙, 之_1) < 8. Therefore, we 
have

z = /(=) G 5)) C 7)) C f(U).

This shows that f is an open map. □

f is said to be expanding if f is positively expansive open map.

Lemma 3.2. ([6, p 505]) every expanding map is topologically sta
ble in the class of continuous surjective maps.

Theorem 3.3. Iff is a local homeomorphism and local expansion, 
then f is topologically stable in the class of continuous surjective 
maps.
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Proof. In view of the above lemma, it is sufficient to show that f is 
a positively expansive map. Let s > 0 and 0 < fc < 1 be numbers with 
the property of local expansion. Also, since X is compact and / is a 
local homeomorphism there is a > 0 such that if ⑦ 구어/, (x,y e X), 
and f{x) = f(y), then d(:r, y) > a. Take k with k <k < 1 and let us 
choose a positive number e so that e < min{s, 후우흐}. We claim that e 
is a positively expansive constant for f. To see this, assume that

(1) d(r(J：),r(y)) < e for every integer i>0.

Let n > 0 be fixed. Since d(/n(x), fn(y)) < e we have

MrVrKJ—crG/))) < <》«),/%))•

Hence, there is 之 in f—1(Jn(y)) such that

⑵ d(/n-互), 之) < W(W

Now, we 시aim that 2： must be For if not otherwise; by (2),
we get that

w—V),히"⑵ r-1# — 邵/—均),/—互))

> a-e>ke> fed(/n(x), /nQ/)).

This contradicts (2). Thus we have

⑶ w—1(分, r—G/BcMnz),/%)).

This shows that for every n > 0

d(x,y)<knd(fn(x),r(y))< 砂e

holds. Consequently, x must be y and, thus, / is a positively expansive 
map as required. Thus the proof of this theorem is complete. □
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Example 3.4. Let / be a map given in Example 2.1. Then f is 
a local homeomorphism and local expansion. Thus f is topologically 
stable in the class of continuous surjective maps.

Remark 3.5. It is known that if f is expanding then / is a local 
homeomorphism [1, p.50]. However, the converse of Theorem 3.3 
does not hold. To see this, consider the following example; Let X be 
a subspace of the real line R given by X = {0} U {an}^LQ U {6n}^L0, 
where

a0 = 1, 아i = 丄 if n > 0, and b0 = 2, = 1 + 丄 if n > 0.
2Jl 2J1

Let / be a continuous surjective map defined as follows; 0, «o and bo 
are fixed points of f, and f(an) = an_i, f(bn) = bn_i for n > 0. It is 
easily checked that f is expanding, but not a local expansion.

The example of continuous maps given in Remark 3.5 shows that 
openness of f does not imply the continuity of /-1. But it is easily 
checked that the continuity of means the openness of f. Hence 
we can derive the following result.

Proposition 3.6. Let f be positively expansive and /—1 be con
tinuous. Then f is topologically stable in the class of continuous 
surjective maps.

Let Q(/) = {x e X : for every neighbourhood U of x and integer 
no > 0, there exists an integer n > n()such that fn(U) A [7 %： 0} 
denote the set of nonwandering points of a continuous map f. A 
sequence of finite points {그o, 之i, • • -，之m} is called a 8-chain from zq 
to zm if d(zi_i, 2位) < 5 for i = 1,2, … ,m. In connected spaces for 
each positive number 8 and each pair of points p and q, there is a 
5-chain from p to q.

Remark 3.7. (i) Let / be a local contraction of a compact con
nected metric space X into itself, ie., there are positive numbers 
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e,k < 1 such that 0 < d(x,y) < e implies d(f(x),f(yY) < kd(x,y) 
holds. Then Q(/) is a singleton. In fact, since / is a local contraction 
f has a unique fixed point x. In fact, let 之 € Q(/) such that z x. Let 
us choose a positive number e with 匕 < $ and Cl B(2：,s) = 0. 
Since X is connected there is A/2-chain {w(), wi, • • • , wm} from x to 之. 

Then for an arbitrary a G B(z, s), {wq, Wi, • • • , wm_i, a} is a A-chain 
from x to a. Since / is a local contraction, we have

d(x, fn(a)) < A:"(t/(wo, wi) + rf(wi, w2) H-------F 기(wm—i,«))

< mXkn.

Let N be an integer such that for all n 之 N, f n(a)) < s. As
z e Q(/) there is some point b in B(；z, s) such that fL(b) e B(z, e) for 
some L > N. This contradicts to our choice of N and e. Therefore 
⑪ (/) = {^}-

(ii) Let / be a homeomorphism of a compact connected space X 
and supposes that / is a local expansion. Then Q(/) = Q(/-1) is 
a singleton by (i). It was shown that if f has the shadowing prop
erty and jf|n(/)is topologically transitive, then Q(/) = X holds [2]. 
Therefore X must be one point set Q(/). This shows that a compact 
connected space which is not one point does not admit any local ex
pansion homeomorphisms. Note that, for a homeomorphism /, / is a 
local expansion if and only if is a local contraction.

4. Homeomorphisms which are not topologically stable
In this section we consider homeomorphisms which are not topo

logically stable. A homeomorphism / of a compact space is called 
topologically transitive if there is a dense orbit of f in X, A home
omorphism f is called positively recurrent (negatively recurrent) if 
x ee for every x in X, where ⑴f(x) and af(x) de
notes the positive and negative limit set of x for /, respectively.
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Lemma 4.1. Let f be a homeomorphism of X. If f is topologi
cally transitive and positively or negatively recurrent and X contains 
a proper invariant closed subset of X then f does not have the shad
owing property.

Proof. First, suppose that f is positively recurrent and has the 
shadowing property. Let M be a proper closed invariant subset of X 
and xq e X \ M and d(a?o? M) = 2e. Let z()e M and 8 = 5(e) with 
0 < 5 < s be a number with the property of the shadowing property 
for f. Since f is topologically transitive there is y in X such that 
Of(y) = X. Hence we can choose positive integers m, m satisfying 
that

< 5 and 《/(/"2(切, z0) < 瓦

Assume ni > Since f is positively recurrent we have

fn2{y〉e ⑴f(Jn2(y〉) = ⑴八y)

and so we can choose an integer nr with nf > m such that d(fn，(y), zq) 
< 8. So we may assume that > n^. Then we can construct a 6- 
pseudo-orbit {<사}우0 °f f by putting

«o =
(〕ii = fni+i(y), 1 < z < n2 - M, 

di = 骨—"2十"1—허之o), i > n2 — ni.

Since f satisfies the shadowing property there is a in X such that 
d(p(a), a》) < e for all z > 0. Then

d(a, ao) = d(a,xo) < s and

d(/Xa), f(zo)) <= for i > n2 — M

hold. So we have

O；Cf"2-ni+1(a)) C B(O；(가)),s) C B(M,s)
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and hence

"a) = 0/(/"2-"1+1(a)) C C^Cf"—1^)) C B(M,s).

However, by the positive recurrence of /, a 6 cvy(a) and therefore 
d(M, a) < e. So we have

d(:ro, M) 드 d(a：o八z) + d(a, M) < 2e.

Thus contradicting that 2s = d(a?o, M).
Next, assume that f is negatively recurrent. Then we can choose 

negative integers mi, m2 with mi > m2 such that

d(fmi (y),/(x0)) < 6 and d(fm2 (y), zQ) < 5.

Let us define a sequence of points {b_『}우()by putting 

60 = 鉛0,
b-i = /mi“저’1(이), 1 < 2 < mi - m2,

b— = i>mi- m2.

Obviously, {b_i}우0 호 a 5-pseudo-orbit of f~1. Since f~1 also has 
the shadowing property there is b in X such that c?CP(b),b》) < e for 
all i < 0. In particular, we have

d(b, 60) = d(Jb, xq) < e and, 

孤?-mi+m2-2(b), Wo)) <〔 for i > 0.

Similarly, we can obtain the following fact that

b e 07(6) C

This shows that d(M, b) < 8 and we have

d(x(), M) < d(x(), b) + d(b, M) < 2s.

Hence we can derive the same contradiction, and so completes the 
proof. □
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Lemma 4.2. ([l,p 93]) Every homeomorphism of a compact mani
fold which is topologically stable in the class of homeomorphisms has 
the shadowing property.

Lemma 4.1 and Lemma 4.2 yield the following;

Theorem 4.3. Let f be a homeomorphism of a compact manifold 
X. If f is topologically transitive and positively or negatively recur
rent^ and X is not minimal, then f is not topologically stable in the 
class of homeomorphisms.
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